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Abstract. Nearly all squares of opposition found in the literature repre-
sent both the Aristotelian relations and the duality relations, and exhibit
a very close correspondence between both types of logical relations. This
paper investigates the interplay between Aristotelian and duality rela-
tions in diagrams beyond the square. In particular, we study a Buridan
octagon, a Lenzen octagon, a Keynes-Johnson octagon and a Moretti
octagon. Each of these octagons is a natural extension of the square,
both from an Aristotelian perspective and from a duality perspective.
The results of our comparative analysis turn out to be highly nuanced.
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1 Introduction
The square of opposition represents four propositions, and certain logical re-
lations holding between them. This diagram has a long and well-documented
history in philosophy and logic [36]. In contemporary (analytic) philosophy, it
has been used in various areas, such as philosophy of language, epistemology,
philosophy of religion, ethics, and philosophy of law. In logic, the square of op-
position has been used to study systems of modal logic, various non-classical
logics, probabilistic and fuzzy logics, and logics of rational agency. Finally, be-
cause of the ubiquity of the logical relations that it represents, the square is
nowadays also frequently used outside the boundaries of philosophy and logic, in
disciplines such as psychology, linguistics and computer science. A comprehen-
sive overview of this wide diversity of applications (including many bibliographic
references) can be found in [15] and [16]. The square of opposition visually rep-
resents the Aristotelian relations: contradiction, contrariety, subcontrariety, and
subalternation. However, most — nearly all — squares that appear in the lit-
erature also exhibit another type of logical relations, viz. the duality relations:
internal negation, external negation and duality. Based on the concrete diagrams
found in the literature, the notions of Aristotelian square and duality square thus
seem to be almost co-extensional with each other. Nevertheless, there also seem
to be clear conceptual differences between both types of logical diagrams.
The research program of logical geometry is concerned with the systematic
study of logical diagrams in general, and Aristotelian diagrams and duality dia-
grams in particular. We investigate these diagrams using cognitive and geometric
notions, such as informational vs. computational equivalence [12,14], Euclidean
distance [16,44], vertex-first projections [10] and subdiagrams [6,42]. On the log-
ical side, we focus on issues such as diagram informativity [43], logic-sensitivity
[8], diagram classification [45] and Boolean structure [15,46]. The visual and log-
ical properties of Aristotelian diagrams and duality diagrams are thus relatively
well-understood in isolation. However, we do not yet have a clear picture of the
precise interconnections between these two types of logical diagrams. Smessaert
[41] has achieved some promising results in this direction, by moving beyond the
square of opposition and focusing on a specific hexagon of opposition.
The main goal of this paper is to further advance this line of research, by
analyzing the interplay between Aristotelian and duality relations in several
octagons of opposition. These octagons will be shown to be very natural exten-
sions/generalizations of the classical square of opposition, both from an Aris-
totelian perspective and from a duality perspective. With respect to the latter,
we will discuss two main generalizations of ‘classical’ duality, viz. composed op-
erator duality and generalized Post duality. This approach constitutes a major
improvement over that of [41], since the comparative analysis there is based
on a hexagon, which naturally extends the classical square from an Aristotelian
perspective, but arguably not from a duality perspective. Consequently, the com-
parative analysis in this paper will provide a more solid basis for drawing conclu-
sions regarding the interconnections between Aristotelian and duality diagrams.
In particular, we will first focus on the individual Aristotelian and duality re-
lations, and argue that the systematic correspondence, as found in the square
of opposition, is lost in the octagons (albeit to varying degrees).1 Furthermore,
there is no systematic correspondence at the level of entire diagrams either. Nev-
ertheless, we show that at a higher level of abstraction, the correspondence does
seem to remain intact (again, to varying degrees).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the interplay between
Aristotelian and duality relations in the classical square of opposition. Next,
Section 3 discusses the (in)dependence of these two types of relations, and ex-
amines Smessaert’s [41] comparative analysis based on a hexagon of opposition.
Sections 4 and 5 constitute the core of this paper. Section 4 is concerned with
composed operator duality, and analyzes the interplay between Aristotelian and
duality relations in a Buridan octagon and a Lenzen octagon. Next, Section 5
focuses on generalized Post duality, and analyzes the interplay between Aris-
totelian and duality relations in a Keynes-Johnson octagon and a Moretti oc-
tagon. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the results obtained in this paper, and
mentions some questions for future research.
1 Similar conclusions were reached in [41], but there, one could still object that the loss
of correspondence beyond the square is merely due to the fact that from a duality
perspective, the hexagon is not a natural generalization of the square of opposition.
Such an objection cannot be raised against the conclusions drawn in this paper.
Fig. 1. Squares of opposition for (a) syllogistics, (b) modal logic, (c) propositional
logic; (d) code for visualizing the Aristotelian relations.
2 Aristotelian and Duality Squares
We begin by considering the three most well-known squares of opposition. With-
out a doubt, the oldest and most frequently used square of opposition is that for
syllogistics, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Both with respect to history and to frequency
of use, a close second is the square of opposition for modal logic, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Furthermore, with the seminal work of authors such as Boole, De
Morgan and Frege in the 19th and early 20th century also came the square of
opposition for propositional logic, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Each of these square
diagrams exhibits four key propositions of their underlying logical system, and
the Aristotelian relations holding between them. These relations can be defined
on various levels of generality and abstractness [13], but for our current purposes
it will suffice to consider the most informal definition: two propositions are
contradictory iff they cannot be true together and
they cannot be false together,
contrary iff they cannot be true together and
they can be false together,
subcontrary iff they can be true together and
they cannot be false together,
in subalternation iff the first one entails the second one and
the second one does not entail the first one.
These relations will be abbreviated as CD, C, SC and SA, respectively, and
visualized according to the code in Fig. 1(d). For example, in Fig. 1 we observe
that CD(some A are B, no A are B) in the syllogistic square, C(p,¬p) and
SC(♦p,♦¬p) in the modal square, and SA(p∧q, p∨q) in the propositional square.
The contradiction relation is the most important Aristotelian relation,2 and
accordingly, it plays a crucial role in Aristotelian diagrams. Each proposition
ϕ has a unique contradictory (up to logical equivalence), viz. ¬ϕ. The square
of opposition, and almost all other Aristotelian diagrams found in the litera-
ture as well, are closed under contradiction: if the diagram contains ϕ, then it
also contains ¬ϕ.3 The propositions occurring in an Aristotelian diagram can
thus naturally be grouped into pairs of contradictory propositions (PCDs). Con-
sequently, a square of opposition should not simply be seen as consisting of 4
‘individual’ propositions, but rather of 2 PCDs. This perspective also suggests
a natural way of extending the square, viz. by adding more PCDs. We thus go
from 2 PCDs to 3 PCDS, 4 PCDs, etc. — or in more geometric/diagrammatic
terms: from square to hexagon, octagon, etc.4
The squares of opposition in Fig. 1(a–c) not only represent the Aristotelian
relations, but also the duality relations. Just as before, these relations can be
defined on various levels of generality and abstractness [13], but for our current
purposes it will again suffice to consider the most informal definition. Suppose
that ϕ and ψ are the results of applying n-ary operators Oϕ and Oψ to the same
n propositions α1, . . . , αn, i.e. ϕ ≡ Oϕ(α1, . . . , αn) and ψ ≡ Oψ(α1, . . . , αn). We
then say that ϕ and ψ are each other’s
external negation iff Oϕ(α1, . . . , αn) ≡ ¬Oψ(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn),
internal negation iff Oϕ(α1, . . . , αn) ≡ ¬Oψ(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn),
dual iff Oϕ(α1, . . . , αn) ≡ ¬Oψ(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn).
These relations will be abbreviated as eneg, ineg and dual, respectively. Note
that ineg operates on all propositions α1, . . . , αn. In Fig. 1 we see that eneg(some
A are B, no A are B) in the syllogistic square, ineg(p,¬p) and ineg(♦p,♦¬p)
in the modal square, and dual(p ∧ q, p ∨ q) in the propositional square.
The logical behavior of the duality relations is well-understood [11,45]. In par-
ticular, these relations are all functional (up to logical equivalence); for example,
if ineg(ϕ,ψ1) and ineg(ϕ,ψ2), then ψ1 ≡ ψ2. Hence we can also view them as
functions, and write, for example, ψ = ineg(ϕ) instead of ineg(ϕ,ψ). Further-
more, since the ineg-relation is symmetrical — i.e. ineg(ϕ,ψ) iff ineg(ψ,ϕ) —,
the ineg-function is idempotent: ineg(ineg(ϕ)) = ϕ. (All of this applies not
only to ineg, but also to eneg and dual.) In sum, the three duality functions,
together with the identity function id (defined by id(ϕ) := ϕ for all ϕ) form a
Klein 4-group under composition (◦) [1,37], with the following Cayley table:
2 Note that the definitions of contrariety and subcontrariety can both be seen as
weakened versions of that of contradiction. It can also be shown that contradiction
is the most informative of the Aristotelian relations [43].
3 Furthermore, the contradiction relation is usually visualized by means of central
symmetry, so that all pairs of contradictory propositions are represented by diagonals
that intersect each other in the Aristotelian diagram’s center of symmetry [10,12,14].
4 In this paper we will not distinguish between different geometrical representations
of the same set of PCDs. For example: (i) 3 PCDs can be visualized as a hexagon or
as an octahedron; (ii) 4 PCDs can be visualized as an octagon or as a cube [12,14].
◦ id eneg ineg dual
id id eneg ineg dual
eneg eneg id dual ineg
ineg ineg dual id eneg
dual dual ineg eneg id
The Klein 4-group is isomorphic to Z2×Z2. This group-theoretical isomorphism
gives us a firm syntactic handle on the duality relations: each copy of Z2 gov-
erns an independent negation position: the first copy corresponds to external
negation, and the second corresponds to internal negation.5 This also suggests
a natural way of extending duality behavior beyond the square of opposition
(i.e. beyond the Klein 4-group), viz. by adding more independent negation po-
sitions (i.e. by adding more copies of Z2). We thus go from Z2 × Z2 (2 negation
positions, yielding a group of 22 = 4 duality functions) to Z2 × Z2 × Z2 (3
negation positions, yielding a group of 23 = 8 duality functions), etc.
If we now bring the Aristotelian and duality perspectives together, we see that
the squares of opposition in Fig. 1(a–c) exhibit a highly uniform correspondence
between both types of logical relations. In particular, there is a correspondence
between (i) the Aristotelian relation CD and the duality relation eneg, (ii) the
Aristotelian relations C and SC and the duality relation ineg, and (iii) the Aris-
totelian relation SA and the duality relation dual. Each square thus gives rise to
an Aristotelian/duality multigraph (ADM) as shown in Fig. 2. This ADM visu-
alizes, for each combination of an Aristotelian and a duality relation, how many
times that specific combination occurs in the square of opposition.6 Although
the correspondence between Aristotelian and duality relations is not perfect,
the ADM clearly shows that it is still highly regular. Using graph-theoretical
terminology [18], the ADM for the square of opposition has 4 connected com-
ponents, viz. {CD,eneg}, {C,SC, ineg}, {SA,dual} and {EQ, id}. More con-
cretely, each Aristotelian relation corresponds to a unique duality relation; vice
versa, the duality relations eneg, dual and id correspond to a unique Aris-
totelian relation, while ineg corresponds to two Aristotelian relations.
In summary, the well-known squares of opposition from Fig. 1(a–c) show that
there is a clear correspondence between Aristotelian and duality considerations.
At the level of diagrams, these squares of opposition are simultaneously Aris-
5 Under the group-theoretical isomorphism between the Klein 4-group for the duality
functions and Z2 × Z2, id corresponds to (0, 0) (apply no negations at all), eneg to
(1, 0) (only apply external negation), ineg to (0, 1) (only apply internal negation) and
dual to (1, 1) (apply both external and internal negation). If the duality function f
corresponds to (i, j) ∈ Z2×Z2, we thus get f(O(α1, . . . , αn)) = ¬iO(¬jα1, . . . ,¬jαn)
(with the usual definitions ¬0ϕ := ϕ and ¬1ϕ := ¬ϕ).
6 Note that the ADM includes EQ (logical equivalence) as the Aristotelian counterpart
of id. Strictly speaking, EQ is not one of the Aristotelian relations, but it is closely
related to them [43], and it is implicitly present whenever we write multiple, logically
equivalent propositions in a single vertex of an Aristotelian diagram. (Each vertex
thus has an EQ-loop to itself.) Note, in this context, that the square of opposition
is sometimes also referred to as ‘the square of opposition and equipollence’ [33].
Fig. 2. Aristotelian/duality multigraph (ADM) for the classical square of opposition.
totelian squares and duality squares. At the level of the individual relations, the
correspondence is summarized by the ADM in Fig. 2. Finally, it bears empha-
sizing that this correspondence can also be observed in more recent (and thus
lesser-known) squares of opposition, such as those for public announcement logic
[7], future contingents [21], definite descriptions [9], and rough set theory [48].
3 (In)dependence of Aristotelian and Duality Diagrams
Because of this correspondence, several authors [5,39,48] come close to outright
identifying the two types of squares — e.g. by using Aristotelian terminology to
describe the duality square (or vice versa), or by viewing one as a generalization
of the other. The correspondence was already noted in medieval logic: influential
authors such as Peter of Spain [4], William of Sherwood [29] and John Wyclif [19]
discussed the mnemonic rhyme pre contradic, post contra, pre postque subalter, in
which external negation (pre) is associated with contradiction, internal negation
(post) with contrariety, and duality (pre postque) with subalternation.7
Despite this close correspondence, there are still some crucial differences be-
tween Aristotelian and duality diagrams [3,47]. Regarding the individual rela-
tions, it should be pointed out that (i) the duality relations are all symmetric,
whereas the Aristotelian relation SA is asymmetric, and that (ii) the duality
relations are all functional, whereas the Aristotelian relations C, SC and SA are
not (i.e. a single proposition can have multiple, non-equivalent contraries, sub-
contraries, and subalterns). Furthermore, the Aristotelian relations are far more
sensitive to the details of the underlying logical system than the duality relations
[8]. Consider, for example, the propositions p and ¬p. In the normal modal
logic KD, these two propositions are contrary to each other, but in the weakest
normal modal logic, K, they do not stand in any Aristotelian relation at all [23].
Nevertheless, in both KD and K, these two propositions are each other’s inter-
nal negation. In general, as long as two logical systems have classical Boolean
7 This rhyme is incomplete, because as we have seen above (Fig. 2), internal negation
(post) should not just be associated with contrariety, but also with subcontrariety
[29, Footnote 54]. However, this omission can be explained in terms of the famous
non-lexicalization of the O-corner [22]. The fact that no A are B is the internal
negation of all A are B (i.e. no ≡ all ¬, or in Latin: nullus ≡ omnis ¬) is a contingent,
empirical fact about English (resp. Latin), and should thus be captured by the rhyme.
By contrast, the fact that some A are not B is the internal negation of some A are B
(i.e. some not ≡ some ¬, or in Latin: aliquis non ≡ aliquis ¬) is almost analytically
true, and thus need not be captured by the mnemotechnic rhyme.
Fig. 3. (a) Aristotelian relations and (b) duality relations in the modal JSB hexagon.
connectives, they will yield the same duality relations, even though they might
yield vast differences in the Aristotelian relations.
Perhaps the most powerful way to argue for the independence of Aristotelian
and duality diagrams consists in analyzing diagrams beyond the square. For ex-
ample, Smessaert [41] has studied the interplay between Aristotelian and duality
relations in a hexagon of opposition, as shown in Fig. 3.8 From an Aristotelian
perspective, this hexagon is a very natural extension of the square: it is obtained
by adding one pair of contradictory propositions (PCD), thus moving from a
diagram with 2 PCDs to one with 3 PCDs. This type of hexagon is very well-
known [15,42]; it was first studied in the 1950s by Jacoby [25], Sesmat [40] and
Blanche´ [2], and is therefore called a ‘Jacoby-Sesmat-Blanche´ (JSB) hexagon’.
This hexagon clearly illustrates the discrepancy in functionality between the
Aristotelian and the duality relations. For example, p has a unique internal
negation, viz. ¬p, but it has multiple contraries, e.g. ¬p and ♦p ∧ ♦¬p. The
contrariety between p and ¬p thus corresponds to an ineg-relation (just like
in the square), but the contrariety between p and ♦p∧♦¬p does not correspond
to any duality relation at all (which we will denote as ∅). Similarly, p has a
unique dual, viz. ♦p, but it has multiple subalterns, e.g. ♦p and p∨¬p. The
subalternation from p to ♦p thus corresponds to a dual-relation (just like in
the square), but the subalternation between p to p∨¬p does not correspond
to any duality relation at all (∅). Furthermore, ♦p∧♦¬p turns out to be its own
internal negation, so this ineg-relation will correspond to a logical equivalence
(EQ). Consequently, p ∨ ¬p is not only the external negation of ♦p ∧ ♦¬p,
but also its dual; these eneg- and dual-relations thus both correspond to the
Aristotelian CD-relation. The entire configuration of Aristotelian and duality
relations in the modal JSB hexagon is summarized by the ADM in Fig. 4.
8 For reasons of space, we only consider the modal hexagon, which extends the modal
square in Fig. 1(b). In exactly the same way, one could also extend the other two
squares in Fig. 1(a)/(c) to hexagons, and draw the same conclusions about them.
Fig. 4. Aristotelian/duality multigraph (ADM) for the modal JSB hexagon.
By comparing the ADM for the square (Fig. 2) with that for the JSB hexagon
(Fig. 4), we immediately see that the latter is much more ‘cluttered’. Instead of
having 4 connected components, the entire multigraph in Fig. 4 is connected.
Each Aristotelian relation corresponds to multiple duality relations (or the com-
plete absence of any duality relation, ∅); vice versa, dual corresponds to two
Aristotelian relations, while ineg corresponds to two Aristotelian relations and
logical equivalence (EQ). In sum: the systematic correspondence between Aris-
totelian and duality relations is completely lost in the JSB hexagon.
One might object to the conclusion of this analysis. After all, the JSB hexagon
is a natural extension of the square from an Aristotelian perspective, but not
from a duality perspective. The hexagon is obtained by adding an extra PCD, but
in terms of duality, this does not correspond to adding an extra negation position.
Consequently, the hexagon cannot be seen as a single, ‘unified’ duality diagram,
but should rather be seen as the superposition of two separate, independent
duality diagrams, viz. the original duality square and the extra PCD (which
are classified in [45] as a clcl1 duality square and a collapsed, self-internal
duality square, respectively). The independence of these two duality diagrams is
illustrated by the high number of edges involving ∅ in the ADM in Fig. 4.
In the remainder of the paper, we will thus consider diagrams that are natural
extensions of the square of opposition from both an Aristotelian and a duality
perspective. In particular, we focus on octagons of opposition: these extend the
Aristotelian square (from 2 PCDs to 4 PCDs, i.e. from 2 × 2 = 4 to 4 × 2 =
8 propositions) as well as the duality square (from 2 negation positions to 3
negation positions, i.e. from 22 = 4 to 23 = 8 propositions). We thus consider a
new duality group Z2 × Z2 × Z2, which has been studied purely abstractly [35],
but which also has two distinct concrete interpretations, viz. composed operator
duality and generalized Post duality. These two types of duality, and the octagons
that they give rise to, will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
4 Octagons for Composed Operator Duality
Suppose that ϕ is the result of applying an n-ary composed operator O1 ◦O2 to
n propositions α1, . . . , αn, i.e. ϕ ≡ (O1◦O2)(α1, . . . , αn) = O1(O2(α1, . . . , αn)).9
For example, in modal logic we can view (p ∧ q) as the result of applying the
composed operator ◦∧ to the propositions p and q. (Westerst˚ahl [47] discusses
9 If O2 is n-ary, the composed operator O1 ◦ O2 will also be n-ary. Furthermore, O1
will be assumed to be unary, but this assumption is not essential.
a linguistic example, viz. possessives with quantifiers; e.g. some athletes of each
country.) By moving to composed operators, we have added an extra negation
position, viz. intermediate negation. The proposition O1(O2(α1, . . . , αn)) has
• a unique external negation (eneg): ¬O1(¬O2(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn)),
• a unique intermediate negation (mneg): ¬O1(¬O2(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn)),
• a unique internal negation (ineg): ¬O1(¬O2(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn)).
Since each of these 3 independent negation positions may or may not be occupied,
O1 ◦ O2 gives rise to 23 = 8 propositions in total, which exhibit a much richer
duality behavior [6]. We now have three negation operations, and thus three
pairwise combinations: eneg◦ineg, eneg◦mneg, and mneg◦ineg (abbreviated
as ei, em and mi, respectively). Finally, there is eneg◦mneg◦ineg (abbreviated
as emi), which operates on all three negation positions simultaneously.
4.1 The Buridan Octagon in Modal Syllogistics
In the logical works of the medieval philosopher John Buridan, we find three dis-
tinct octagons that exhibit composed operator duality [17,28,38]. We will focus
on (a simplified version of) Buridan’s modal octagon, which contains quantified
de re modal propositions such as ∀xPx. This proposition is the result of ap-
plying the composed operator ∀ ◦  to Px. This octagon can be thought of as
capturing the interaction between the syllogistic square and the modal square
from Fig. 1(a–b), and is thus a natural extension of both of these squares [17].
The logical behavior of this type of diagrams is well-studied; within the classi-
fication of Aristotelian diagrams, it is called a ‘Buridan octagon’ (for obvious
historical reasons) [15].
The modal octagon is shown in Fig. 5(a).10 For example, we observe that
∀xPx is contrary to three propositions, viz. (i) ∀x¬Px, (ii) ∀x¬Px, and
(iii) ¬∀x¬¬Px. The first of these contrarieties corresponds to an ineg-relation,
the second one to an mneg-relation, and the third one to an emi-relation. There
are also four pairs of propositions that do not stand in any Aristotelian relation
at all; Buridan himself called these disparatae; today, such pairs are called uncon-
nected (Un) [43]. Two Un-pairs correspond to ei-relations, while the two others
correspond to ineg-relations. The entire distribution of Aristotelian/duality re-
lations in Buridan’s modal octagon is summarized by the ADM in Fig. 6.
This ADM has only 3 connected components. Two of these components are
{CD,eneg} and {EQ, id}, which represent two clear-cut correspondences be-
tween Aristotelian and duality relations. However, in all other cases, the corre-
spondence is highly irregular. Apart from CD, all Aristotelian relations corre-
spond to multiple duality relations. Vice versa, mi and em correspond to a unique
Aristotelian relation (just like eneg), but all remaining duality relations corre-
spond to multiple Aristotelian relations. All of this illustrates the lack of any
10 To avoid cluttering the diagrams, we will henceforth not explicitly show the CD-
and eneg-relations. These occur exactly at the diagram’s diagonals, which intersect
each other in the diagram’s center of symmetry (recall Footnote 3).
Fig. 5. (a) Buridan octagon in modal syllogistics; (b) Lenzen octagon in S4.2.
Fig. 6. ADM for the Buridan octagon in modal syllogistics.
systematic correspondence between Aristotelian and duality relations in Buri-
dan’s modal octagon. Furthermore, it should also be emphasized that this lack
of correspondence cannot be due to Buridan’s octagon purportedly not being a
natural extension of the square of opposition from a duality perspective (unlike
the JSB hexagon that was analyzed in Section 3). After all, we have already
seen above that this octagon is a natural extension of the square from both an
Aristotelian and a duality perspective.11
4.2 The Lenzen Octagon in S4.2
Another example of composed operator duality can be observed in the octagon in
Fig. 5(b). This octagon is a natural extension of the modal square in Fig. 1(b):
it is based on ‘doubly modalized’ propositions such as p, which can be seen as
the result of applying the composed operator  ◦ to the proposition p. In the
well-known normal modal logic S4.2, these propositions stand in the Aristotelian
relations shown in Fig. 5(b). (The key axiom of S4.2 is ♦p → ♦p [23].)
Furthermore, some of these propositions can be simplified to ‘singly modalized’
propositions (e.g. p is logically equivalent to p in S4.2), but we have not
done so, in order to emphasize the composed operator duality exhibited by this
octagon. This octagon belongs to a well-known type of Aristotelian diagrams,
viz. the ‘Lenzen octagons’ (which is so-called because a diagram of this type was
first used by Lenzen [30]). A Lenzen octagon has recently also been used in [9].
Looking at the octagon in Fig. 5(b), we observe, for example, that ¬p is
subcontrary to three propositions, viz. (i) ¬¬p, (ii) ¬¬p, and (iii) ¬¬p.
11 Compare the ADMs for the modal JSB hexagon and Buridan’s modal octagon in
Figs. 4 and 6, and note the absence of ∅ in the latter.
Fig. 7. ADM for the Lenzen octagon in S4.2.
The first of these subcontrarieties corresponds to an ineg-relation, the second
one to an emi-relation, and the third one to an mneg-relation. We also note that
emi(p,¬¬¬p) and emi(¬¬p,¬p); the first of these emi-relations
corresponds to a contrariety, while the second one corresponds to a subcontra-
riety. The entire distribution of Aristotelian and duality relations in the Lenzen
octagon in S4.2 is summarized by the ADM in Fig. 7.
This ADM shows that the correspondence between Aristotelian and dual-
ity relations in the Lenzen octagon in S4.2 is again quite irregular, although
not as bad as in Buridan’s modal octagon (recall Fig. 6). Apart from CD, all
Aristotelian relations again correspond to multiple duality relations. Vice versa,
however, only mneg, emi and ineg correspond to multiple Aristotelian relations
— all other duality relations correspond to a unique Aristotelian relation.
When we compare the ADM for the Lenzen octagon (cf. Fig. 7) with that for
the square of opposition (cf. Fig. 2), the similarities between both ADMs seem
to prevail, rather than the dissimilarities. Both ADMs have 4 connected compo-
nents, two of which are {CD,eneg} and {EQ, id}, which represent clear-cut cor-
respondences between Aristotelian and duality relations. Furthermore, the com-
ponent {C,SC, ineg} from the square has expanded into {C,SC,mneg,emi, ineg}.
The composed operator duality relations mneg, emi and ineg thus jointly fulfill
the role of the original ineg-relation, in corresponding to C and SC. Similarly,
the component {SA,dual} from the square has expanded into {SA,mi,em,ei},
i.e. the composed operator duality relations mi, em and ei jointly fulfill the role
of the original dual-relation, in corresponding to SA.
5 Octagons for Generalized Post Duality
Recall that with classical duality, we assume that internal negation is applied
to all argument positions, i.e. if O is an n-ary operator, the internal negation of
O(α1, . . . , αn) is defined as O(¬α1, . . . ,¬αn) (also cf. Footnote 5). However, we
can also drop this assumption, and let internal negation apply to each argument
position independently [24,31]. In the case of a binary operator O, we thus have
3 independent negation positions in total:12 the proposition O(α1, α2) has
• a unique external negation (eneg): ¬O(¬α1,¬α2),
• a unique first internal negation (ineg1): ¬O(¬α1,¬α2),
• a unique second internal negation (ineg2): ¬O(¬α1,¬α2).
12 In general, for an n-ary operator, we have n + 1 independent negation positions,
viz. 1 external negation and n internal negations (one for each argument position).
Fig. 8. (a) Keynes-Johnson octagon in syllogistics with subject negation — note that
∀(A,B) should be read as all A are B); (b) Moretti octagon in propositional logic.
Since each of these 3 independent negation positions may or may not be occupied,
we obtain 23 = 8 propositions in total, which again exhibit a much richer duality
behavior. We now have three negation operations, and thus three pairwise com-
binations: eneg ◦ ineg1, eneg ◦ ineg2, and ineg1 ◦ ineg2 (abbreviated as ei1,
ei2 and i12, respectively). Finally, there is eneg ◦ ineg1 ◦ ineg2 (abbreviated
as ei12), which operates on all three negation positions simultaneously.
5.1 The Keynes-Johnson Octagon in
Syllogistics with Subject Negation
Classically, a categorical statement of the form all A are B is seen as the result
of applying the unary operator all A to the predicate B — which gives rise to the
square of opposition in Fig. 1(a). However, we can also view such a statement
as the result of applying the binary operator all to the predicates A and B. If
these two predicates can be negated independently, we obtain 8 propositions in
total. Assuming that the extensions of A and B are neither empty nor the entire
universe of discourse, these 8 propositions constitute the octagon of opposition
shown in Fig. 8(a), which was first studied by Keynes [27] and Johnson [26].
The logical behavior of this Aristotelian diagram is well-studied [8,20]; from a
classificatory perspective, it is called a ‘Keynes-Johnson octagon’ [13].
Looking at the octagon in Fig. 8(a), we observe, for example, that ∀(A,B)
is contrary to two propositions, viz. ∀(A,¬B) and ∀(¬A,B). The first of these
contrarieties corresponds to an ineg2-relation, and the second one to an ineg1-
relation. We also note that the ineg2 of ∀(A,B) is ∀(A,¬B) and that the ineg2
of ¬∀(A,¬B) is ¬∀(A,B); the first of these ineg2-relations corresponds to a
contrariety, and the second to a subcontrariety. The entire distribution of Aris-
totelian and duality relations in the Keynes-Johnson octagon for syllogistics with
subject negation is summarized by the ADM in Fig. 9.
This ADM shows that the correspondence between Aristotelian and dual-
ity relations in the Keynes-Johnson octagon is quite regular. Apart from CD,
all Aristotelian relations correspond to multiple duality relations. Vice versa,
however, only ineg1 and ineg2 correspond to multiple Aristotelian relations
Fig. 9. ADM for the Keynes-Johnson octagon in syllogistics with subject negation.
Fig. 10. ADM for the Moretti octagon in propositional logic.
— all other duality relations correspond to a unique Aristotelian relation. The
ADM has 5 connected components, two of which are {CD,eneg} and {EQ, id},
which represent clear-cut correspondences between Aristotelian and duality re-
lations. In comparison with the ADM for the square (cf. Fig. 2), the component
{SA,dual} from the square has expanded into {SA,ei1,ei2}. The generalized
Post duality relations ei1 and ei2 thus jointly fulfill the role of the original
dual-relation, in corresponding to SA. Similarly, the component {C,SC, ineg}
has expanded into {C,SC, ineg1, ineg2}, i.e. the generalized Post duality rela-
tions ineg1 and ineg2 thus jointly fulfill the role of the original ineg-relation,
in corresponding to C and SC.
5.2 The Moretti Octagon in Propositional Logic
Another example of generalized Post duality can be observed in the octagon in
Fig. 8(b). This octagon is a natural extension of the propositional logic square in
Fig. 1(c). It was first studied by Moretti [34] and later also by others [32]. Within
the classification of Aristotelian diagrams, it is called a ‘Moretti octagon’.
Looking at the octagon in Fig. 8(b), we observe, for example, that p ∧ q
is contrary to three propositions, viz. ¬p ∧ q, p ∧ ¬q and ¬p ∧ ¬q. The first of
these contrarieties corresponds to an ineg1-relation, the second one to an ineg2-
relation, and the third one to an i12-relation. We also note that the ineg1 of
p∧q is ¬p∧q and that the ineg1 of ¬(¬p∧q) is ¬(p∧q); the first of these ineg1-
relations corresponds to a contrariety, and the second to a subcontrariety. The
entire distribution of Aristotelian and duality relations in the Moretti octagon
for propositonal logic is summarized by the ADM in Fig. 10.
This ADM shows that the correspondence between Aristotelian and dual-
ity relations in the Moretti octagon is quite regular. Apart from CD and EQ,
all Aristotelian relations correspond to multiple duality relations. Vice versa,
however, only ineg1, ineg2 and i12 correspond to multiple Aristotelian re-
lations — all other generalized Post duality relations correspond to a unique
Aristotelian relation. The ADM has 4 connected components, two of which
are {CD,eneg} and {EQ, id}, which represent clear-cut correspondences be-
tween Aristotelian and duality relations. In comparison with the ADM for the
square (cf. Fig. 2), the component {SA,dual} from the square has expanded
into {SA,ei1,ei2,ei12}. The generalized Post duality relations ei1, ei2 and
ei12 thus jointly fulfill the role of the original dual-relation, in corresponding
to SA. Similarly, the component {C,SC, ineg} from the square has expanded
into {C,SC, ineg1, ineg2, i12}, i.e. ineg1, ineg2 and i12 thus jointly fulfill the
role of the original ineg-relation, in corresponding to C and SC.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the correspondence between Aristotelian and
duality relations in four octagons of oppositions. These octagons are all natural
extensions of the square of opposition from both an Aristotelian and a duality
perspective, and hence, they provide a solid basis for our comparative analysis.
The results we obtained are quite nuanced.
On the one hand, the clear-cut correspondence between Aristotelian and du-
ality relations that is found in many squares of opposition (cf. Fig. 2) is lost.
In each octagon, we find several cases of a single Aristotelian relation corre-
sponding to multiple duality relations, and vice versa (cf. Figs. 6, 7, 9 and 10).
Furthermore, there is no uniform correspondence at the level of diagrams either:
composed operator duality corresponds to (at least) two types of Aristotelian
diagrams (viz. a Buridan octagon and a Lenzen octagon), and generalized Post
duality also corresponds to (at least) two types of Aristotelian diagrams (viz. a
Keynes-Johnson octagon and a Moretti octagon).
On the other hand, at a higher level of abstraction, the correspondence seems
to remain largely intact. Recall that the ADM of the square has 4 connected com-
ponents. In the ADMs of the Lenzen, Keynes-Johnson, and Moretti octagons,
the number of connected components does not decrease. Furthermore, the con-
nected components remain logically meaningful. For example, in the square, SA
corresponds to dual, but in the Lenzen octagon, this Aristotelian relation cor-
responds to ei, mi and em, in the Keynes-Johnson octagon to ei1 and ei2, and
in the Moretti octagon to ei1, ei2 and ei12. Finally, note that the ADMs for
the Lenzen and Moretti octagons (Figs. 7 and 10) are isomorphic to each other.
In future work, we will further investigate the correspondence between Aris-
totelian and duality diagrams. The results obtained in this paper will provide
valuable input for such an investigation. Another research question is of a more
historical nature. Apart from the square of opposition, the two oldest Aristotelian
diagrams that have ever been used, are probably the Buridan octagon (14th cen-
tury) and the Keynes-Johnson octagon (end of the 19th century). By contrast,
the JSB hexagon — which is the most natural extension of the square from a
strictly Aristotelian perspective — was only proposed in the 1950s. In this pa-
per, we have argued that, unlike the JSB hexagon, the Buridan octagon and the
Keynes-Johnson octagon can also be seen as duality diagrams (according to a
suitably generalized notion of duality). Consequently, one might wonder whether
these historical facts should primarily be explained in terms of the octagons’ du-
ality relations, rather than their Aristotelian relations.
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